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Abstract 

Since 2010, prenatal screening for Down syndrome (DS) has been offered to all 
pregnant women in New Zealand. The programme has been criticised by several 
groups, on claims that screening is eugenic and discriminatory towards those with DS. 
Recently, tests have been developed that may one day prove more efficient than 
current screening methods. They are an example of ‘Non-Invasive Prenatal 
Diagnosis’ (NIPD), which enables diagnosis earlier in pregnancy with less risk of 
complications. If the current programme raises objections, what threats does this new 
and seemingly more attractive technology pose to the DS community?  

We argue that NIPD is simply an extension of current screening methods, raising 
similar ethical concerns. Presently, the programme shows little evidence of 
‘eugenics’, demonstrated by moderate uptake rates and varying attitudes towards 
disability. We do not regard the offer of screening to be threatening, as women choose 
whether or not to be screened depending on their own personal circumstances. One 
day, prenatal testing may result in fewer people with DS; but past and present trends 
indicate these individuals will continue to be supported, irrespective of ‘group size’. 
Care and respect for the disabled will remain essential, regardless of a woman’s 
decision over her pregnancy.  

In October 2011 a new prenatal test for Down syndrome (DS) was unveiled in the 
United States.1 The test analyses proportions of fetal DNA in maternal plasma to give 
a risk estimate of DS in the fetus. This is an example of ‘Non-Invasive Prenatal 
Diagnosis’ (NIPD), which can also detect Trisomies 13 and 18.2 Though not specific 
enough at present, with improvement NIPD could make current prenatal screening 
and diagnostic methods for DS unnecessary. However, groups such as 
‘savingdowns.com’ believe that New Zealand’s current screening process is 
‘eugenic’, discriminating against those with DS by ‘the prevention of their births’.3  

Further concerns are raised over these new tests, since NIPD has the potential to be 
used in more pregnancies than with existing screening. Therefore it is timely to ask: 
what would NIPD mean for the DS community? Furthermore, what does testing, both 
now and in the future, say about our attitudes towards DS, and disability as a whole? 

Since 1968 women have been selectively offered prenatal diagnosis for DS on the 
basis of advanced maternal age.4 This ‘opportunistic’ method of screening was 
declared ‘unsafe and should not continue’, as unnecessary numbers of invasive 
diagnostic procedures were harming some pregnancies.5  

In 2010 ‘quality improvements’ were introduced which resulted in New Zealand’s 
current screening programme, which tests for DS and other congenital conditions. The 
method of screening differs, depending on gestational age.  
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The majority of screening tests are taken before 14 weeks of pregnancy, via the ‘First 
Trimester Combined Screening’ pathway. Here, information on the mother (such as 
maternal age and smoking status) is combined with a maternal blood test of two 
serum markers and the results of a Nuchal Translucency (NT) test on ultrasound.  

After 14 weeks’ gestation ‘Second Trimester Maternal Serum Screening’ is offered, 
which utilises information on the mother and the results of four serum markers, 
without a NT scan. Both of these screening pathways give a numerical risk estimate 
of congenital malformation in the fetus, which is then conveyed to the patient as 
either ‘low’ or ‘increased’ risk. Throughout the process women are to be reminded 
that the screening is voluntary, that they can opt out at any time, and that partners and 
family can be involved in decision-making.6  

Currently, just over half of all pregnancies receive DS screening, though it is offered 
to all pregnant women.7 Thus there is considerable room for uptake to increase, which 
may well result from the use of a quick, safe test such as NIPD. The ‘quality 
improvements’ of 2010 were developed to provide equality of access and safety for 
mother and fetus, and NIPD could prove to further fulfil these aims. 

Non-invasive prenatal diagnosis 

In the case of an ‘increased risk’ result, two diagnostic techniques can be used to 
confirm DS (and other genetic abnormalities) in the developing fetus. Chorionic villus 
sampling (CVS) is used earlier than 14 weeks of gestation, and amniocentesis is used 
after this time. Both procedures carry with them a spontaneous abortion risk of around 
1%.4  

With current screening most pregnancies subjected to CVS or amniocentesis do not 
actually have a DS fetus,8 and as a result, fetuses are lost as a consequence of these 
diagnostic procedures. The primary advantage of NIPD is that there is no risk of 
spontaneous abortion, because diagnosis is based on only a blood sample.  

Currently, NIPD has the potential to be used from 10 weeks of pregnancy,2 similar to 
CVS and earlier than amniocentesis.9 In the future, NIPD could be used from seven to 
nine weeks, as fetal DNA is found in maternal blood at a very early gestational age.10 
Results could be obtained more quickly, as current invasive procedures have 
turnaround times of 1 to 3 weeks.6  

At present diagnostic results are rarely received before 12 weeks, and often after 17 
weeks of gestation,11 leading to late terminations which can be traumatic and (at 
times) dangerous. An earlier diagnosis would allow women more time for decision-
making, and the option of an earlier, safer termination with less emotional and mental 
repercussions.  

It has been reported that women express interest in NIPD, primarily due to the 
absence of risk of spontaneous abortion.12 Some women find diagnosis helpful to 
prepare for the birth of a child with DS,13 and NIPD would be preferable to 
amniocentesis/CVS as there are no major complications.  

NIPD may prove more attractive for district health boards, by reducing the number of 
costly invasive procedures at specialist care centres. For these reasons, NIPD is likely 
to be used in more pregnancies than current diagnostic procedures at some stage in the 
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future.14 Should costs drop and clinical efficacy be proven, NIPD could eventually 
make current screening methods redundant as well.  

But what would NIPD mean for the DS community? Increased uptake of tests will 
result in increased detection of DS, and probably more terminations. The number of 
DS births may, as a result, drop. However, it is unlikely that DS will disappear. 
Abnormalities escape detection using even the most rigorous diagnostic techniques, 
and there will always be women who do not wish to undergo testing.  

But as more pregnancies are tested, will DS become a ‘rare’ disorder? In time, 
perhaps. However, the life expectancy of those with DS is increasing, and is likely to 
soon approximate that of the non-DS population.15 This will mask, at least 
temporarily, any effect of NIPD on the prevalence of DS. Hence, even with a rapid 
increase in the uptake of NIPD, it is unlikely that the numbers of those with DS will 
change markedly in the near future.  

NIPD and current DS screening tests both provide comparable information, and 
enable similar choices for pregnant women. Because of this, the ethical issues likely 
to be raised by NIPD will be analogous to those associated with current screening. 
‘Savingdowns.com’, an anti-screening group, argues that a nationwide DS screening 
programme is simply a money saving exercise, initiated by a government which views 
individuals with DS as nothing more than a drain on society.3  

‘Savingdowns.com’ claims that the current screening costs ‘$75,000 per [terminated] 
child with Down syndrome’. However, such wording misrepresents what screening 
provides to the majority of women; namely, reassurance in the case of a ‘low risk’ 
result. To evaluate DS screening on the basis of cost-effectiveness is to compare DS 
to other screened, treatable diseases, such as breast and cervical cancer.  

In these cases, a ‘cure’ is the overall aim. There is no ‘cure’ for a DS pregnancy, 
indeed this is not the aim of the test. The test’s purpose is to give women information 
on the pregnancy, not prevent a DS birth. The value of this knowledge to women is 
impossible to quantify, because the choices it makes possible would otherwise be 
unavailable. For these reasons cost-effectiveness should not be used to assess DS 
screening,5 despite claims that it is the overall aim.16 

Is screening for Down syndrome ‘eugenic’? 

Anti-screening groups frequently label the current screening ‘eugenic’ in nature, 
making distinct comparisons to the killing of the disabled in Nazi Germany in the 
1930s–40s.  

This clouds the debate around the ethics involved, since current screening is 
voluntary, not state-enforced. Patients are given a choice whether or not to be 
screened, and how to respond to the resulting information.  

DS screening does not serve to systematically erase the congenitally disabled from the 
population; it provides information for patients about their pregnancy.  

This is not the start of a ‘slippery slope’ to Third Reich genocidal acts; as shown 
below, support and advocacy for the disabled has never been greater. Nevertheless, it 
is important to ensure that women are never coerced into accepting screening or 
subsequent termination, and a decision is made which is appropriate for them. 
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If all pregnant women were persuaded to be screened and unable to make voluntary 
decisions then eugenic overtones would indeed be present. Such persuasion does not 
need to be administered by the state; if severe pressure was exerted by health 
practitioners a form of ‘institutionalised eugenics’ could still eventuate. Such a 
practice would require all women, or a large proportion of them, to be coerced in the 
same way. However, with only 55% of pregnancies utilising DS screening,7 this does 
not appear to be the case.  

Thus to argue that the screening programme is ‘eugenic’ seems inaccurate, as nearly 
half of all pregnant women are declining the offer of screening. This points to the 
success of fair, supported choices free from state or medical coercion.  

Accusations of ‘institutionalised eugenics’ are better directed at termination of 
pregnancy, as up to 90% of women who receive a positive result from 
CVS/amniocentesis proceed with termination.17 This number seems high until placed 
in context: those unlikely to consider termination on the grounds of DS often decline 
diagnostic testing.  

If there remains a suspicion of ‘institutionalised eugenics’, it is unlikely that any 
health workforce could unilaterally enforce such a decision on an entire population, 
for several reasons. Those in the health workforce are far from homogeneous, and 
have varying perceptions of disability. No longer do patients leave their choices 
purely in the hands of doctors, while a patient’s right to refuse medical treatment is 
well-recognised and enshrined in law.  

Lastly, non-directive counselling has been shown to be beneficial in allowing women 
to make fair, independent decisions for screening decisions,18,19 and is offered to 
women both before and after diagnostic testing.6 

There is evidence that a minority of practitioners may attempt to pressure women 
towards termination of a DS fetus; however, a similar number urges continuation of 
an affected pregnancy.20  

Hence, to argue that the current programme is eugenic is an over-generalisation, even 
though some health professionals may be unduly persuasive in offering termination. 
This fault is not implicit within the screening process per se; it points to a flaw in the 
education of health professionals, where a proportion are inadequately informed about 
the quality of life of those with DS.11  

While DS results in varying levels of intellectual disability, those affected report a 
consistently high satisfaction with their lives. The vast majority of people with DS 
feel that they are capable and have self worth, and love their families and friends.21  

Children with DSare frequently described as being more content, caring and loving 
than non-DS children. It is incumbent upon obstetricians, GPs and midwives to ensure 
that information such as this is conveyed to women involved in the screening 
pathway. With tests such as NIPD likely to be used earlier and more frequently in 
pregnancy, this becomes increasingly important.  

Supporting individuals with Down syndrome 

But does the mere offering of a test not subtly imply that DS is undesirable, a 
‘disease’ best avoided? We argue that this is not necessarily the case, although we 
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recognise that children with DSrequire more care and support than non-DS children.22 
This support is often required throughout life as in most cases a person with DS 
cannot live fully independently.23  

For some families, raising a child with DS will be immensely difficult, and it is for 
this reason that we allow the option of termination. This is similar to the option of 
termination for other serious congenital disabilities, a situation that has prevailed 
since the 1978 amendment of the Crimes Act in New Zealand.  

Society offers a choice, not a routine procedure; it is the woman, not the state, who 
makes this judgement. The assumption is that women make this choice in regard to 
their own life circumstances, and not merely because a screening process is offered 
within the first 20 weeks of pregnancy.  

As a consequence of the availability of NIPD and any further tests that may be 
developed in the future, the numbers of those with DS may fall. However, there is no 
indication that society will cease to value these groups, even though they number less 
than in the past.  

Disabled persons gained recognition and respect throughout the 20th century, 
regardless of their group size. Awareness and services for the disabled have grown 
dramatically24 and funding is set to increase for the near future.25  

Some argue that a reduction in number of those with a disability like DS will reduce 
the standing, recognition and support of such individuals in society.26 This is 
unsubstantiated, since there is little evidence that society neglects to treat rare 
disorders because there are few with the condition. For instance, we do not value and 
support those with DS more than those with Fragile X syndrome, on the grounds that 
DS is more prevalent. There is no evidence that our care for those with spina bifida is 
inferior to that of 10 years ago because the incidence of spina bifida has 
decreased.27,28  

We value and treat individuals as persons, supporting them in regards to their needs, 
not the number who shares their disorder. Along similar lines we will continue to 
support those with DS, and this is in no way jeopardised by women’s decisions for 
their own pregnancy.  

We concurrently offer prenatal screening and value the disabled by upholding several 
values in society.  

First, we value an ethic that stresses the importance of ‘doing the most good’. On 
these grounds we accept that in some cases, the perceived disadvantages resulting 
from a DS pregnancy (to child and family) may outweigh the perceived good from the 
child’s life.  

Second, we value reproductive liberty, the ability to make individual decisions over 
one’s pregnancy. Others, such as the state, are limited in their control of this right. 
Alongside these we uphold dignity, respect and justice, realising that those who are 
disabled demand equal respect as citizens, thereby deserving support from society.29  

Inevitably, these values must be held in some tension; but as long as they are 
recognised as important, we will make sure one (e.g. reproductive liberty) never fully 
undermines another (e.g. respect for the disabled). From this, we can argue for two 
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compatible viewpoints - that screening is justified, and that the disabled will continue 
to receive support and respect from society.  

The advent of less invasive tests such as NIPD places increasing demands upon our 
ethical awareness. While NIPD does not automatically lessen the value society places 
on disabilities such as DS, technological efficiency must never be our sole 
consideration in the use of such tests. It must be balanced by serious regard for 
continued, and, if necessary, increasing support for children and adults with these 
conditions.  

It should be noted that NIPD is still in its infancy, with technological advances 
permitting detection of other conditions, reducing cost, and improving specificity all 
required before NIPD is likely to be offered as standard care.30  

Regardless, should NIPD or tests like it one day replace current screening methods, 
unwavering advocacy for those with disability will remain of paramount importance. 
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